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ANN HEIRMAN

What ~ a p p e n e dto the Nun Maitreyi?
One of the precepts for Buddhist monks' stipulates that a monk commits
a samghiivas'esa offense2 if he accuses another monk of an unfounded
pdriijika offense.3 The introductory story preceding the precept4 relates
why this precept has been laid down: two monks are angry with the
venerable monk D a n a Mallaputra (PHli: Dabba Mallaputta) and they
want to see him removed. They convince the nun Maitreyi (P5li:
MettiyB) to help them, whereupon she accuses Darva of having an
impure conduct and of having raped her (= a violation of the first
piiriijika precept). The Buddha, however, does not believe her and, after
having heard Darva's defense, he starts an investigation against the two
monks. Thereupon, the two admit to have incited Maitreyi to accuse
Darva. The Buddha then lays down a precept whereby he stipulates that
a monk who accuses another monk of an unfounded pdrdjika, commits a
samghdvas'esa. The question what happened to the nun Maitreyi remains
however. She too accused a monk of an unfounded pdriijika.
The introductory story preceding the above precept in the PHli Vinaya
says that the Buddha wanted MettiyH to be expelled: "tena hi bhikkhave
Mettiyam bhikkhunim ndsetha" (Vin, Vol.111, pp.162,38-163,l). This
statement created many discussions as to how to interpret it. U. HUSKEN
(1997: 96-98)5 points to the fact that the procedure of expulsion cannot
have been based on any fixed rule of the Vinaya since, until the precept
had been laid down, no regulation prohibiting monks or nuns from
accusing another of having committed a pdrdjika offense existed. The
1. Sam. 8 for monks: PSli Vinaya, H. OLDENBERG, V i n , Vol.111, p. 163,21-26;
Mahi, p. 16a29-b3; Mahd, p. 280~3-6;Dharma, p. 588b22-26; Sarva, p. 23a.2125; MiZla, p. 697~2-5.
2. samghdvas'esa, P%li samghddisesa, and variants: an offense leading to a
temporary exclusion from the Buddhist order.
3. pdrcijika, and variants: an offense leading to a definitive exclusion from the
Buddhist order.
4. The introductory story is analogous in all the Vinayas, except for the MaM.
5. U. HijSKEN (1997), "The Application of the Vinaya Term ncisand", JIABS 20.2:
93-111.
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first wrong-doer is not punished, but only induces the Buddha to formulate a new precept. Moreover, the expulsion of MettiyB is, in any case,
not (legally) justified since a false accusation constitutes a sapghddisesa
offense and not a pdrdjika (leading to an expulsion). Therefore, U.
HUSKEN concludes that her expulsion "must be regarded as an exception, made possible through the personal intervention of the Buddha."
The term 'ndsetha' is thus not used as a technical term. U. HUSKEN
(1997: 102-105) further refers to the Samantapdsddikd, a commentary
on the PBli Vinaya,6 Sp 582,30-584,9. The passage concerned reports a
controversy between the AbhayagirivBsins and the MahBvihFiravBsins on
the actual reason of MettiyB's expulsion. Was it because of her (false)
statement (Abhayagiri) or because of another reason (MahBvihBra).
According to the author of the Samantapdsddikd, experts considered the
latter view to be the right one. In that case, the question remains, however, what kind of offense MettiyB was actually accused of. According
to the Samantapdsddikd, it cannot have been a salpghddisesa offense
since the precept on the false accusation is valid only for nuns with
respect to other nuns7 and for monks with respect to other monks, but
not for nuns with respect to monks. Nor did she violate one of the
pdrdjika precepts. In this way, she only can have committed an offense
that is not sanctioned with an expulsion. Yet, she has been expelled. To
this, the Samantapdsddikd says that she has been expelled because of her
bad character, of which she herself was aware. The latter explanation is
considered by U. HUSKEN "to be a provisional solution."
Also 0. VON HINUBER(1997: 87-91)s gives an account of the controversy between the AbhayagirivBsins and the MahBvihBravBsins. He too
indicates that "at least at the time of the Samantapdsddikd, there was no
6. Although attributed to Buddhaghosa, the commentary is probably written by a
different author in the fourth or the fifth century AD (0. VON HINUEJER1996), A
Handbook of PHli Literature, Berlin, New York, Walter de Gruyter (Indian
Philology and South Asian Studies 2), pp. 103-109).
7. Sam. for nuns: PBli tradition, M. WIJAYARATNA, Moniales, p. 174, sum. 8;
Mahi, p. 79a21-25, sum. 2; MahH, p. 517~4-8,sum. 2; Dharma, p.718b12-15,
sum. 2; SarvBstivBdins, T.1437, p. 480a29-b3, sum. 2; M a l a , p. 933~20-23,
sum. 2.
The PBli Vinaya and the Sarva do not mention those precepts that nuns have in
common with the ones for monks. These precepts are, however, enumerated in
the respective bhik;unipriitimok,ras (Moniales and T. 1437).
8. 0. VON HIN~TBER
(1997), "Buddhist Law According to the TheravBda Vinaya
(11): Some Additions and Corrections," JIABS 20.2: 87-92.

tangible legal argument in the Vinaya by which Mettiyii could have been
expelled(!)." He further points to Sp 583,17 and Sp 584,3-5 that state
that a monk who accuses a nun, and a nun who accuses a monk commit
a dukkata (Skt. ,du;kyta).g
The aim of this paper is to investigate (1) whether the other Vinaya traditionslo equally lead to a similar discussion and (2) whether, throughout
the Vinayas, a monk who has offended (a monk or) a nun, and a nun
who has offended (a nun or) a monk are judged analogously to the
above outlined case?

1. What happened to Maitreyi in the Vinaya traditions that have
survived in their Chinese translation?
All the Vinayas have a precept saying that a monk who accuses another
monk of an unfounded pdrdjika offense, commits a samghdvabesa
offense.'* In all the Vinayas, except for the Mahd, the precept is introduced by the story of the two monks who, with the help of the nun
Maitreyi, falsely accuse Darva Mallaputra of having had sexual intercourse with her. The Mahd does not mention a nun helping the angry
monks.
In the Mahi, Maitreyi hesitates to help the monks, since she is afraid
that she will be expelled after having confessed.ll It is not explicitly
mentioned what she would confess (the sexual intercourse or the false
accusation), but it seems to be the act of sexual intercourse since the two
monks answer her that they will testify that Darva did wrong and not
she, so that there is no reason to expel her. Nevertheless, Maitreyi still
hesitates. She stays afraid that Darva's expulsion will imply also her
expulsion. Yet, she accuses him in order to help the two angry monks.
Although the Buddha knows that she is telling a lie, he questions Darva
about it. When Darva denies, the Buddha believes him. Whereas no
9. i.e. 'wrong doing,' a light offense.
10. Five Vinayas have survived in a Chinese translation: the MahiSdsakaVinaya
(T. 1421, MahT), the MahdsdmghikaVinaya (T. 1425, Mahd), the DharmaguptakaVinaya (T.1428, Dharma), the SarvdstivddaVinaya (T. 1435, Sarva) and
the MCIasarvdstivddaVinaya (T.1442 up to and including T. 1451, Mala because
of its size, the MClasarvdstivddaVinaya is not edited in one work, but consists of
a number of different works]). Of the latter Vinaya, there is also a Tibetan
translation.
11. MahT, p.15~8:{@&\!\t{F$%W&.
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punishment is thus imposed on him, the nun Maitreyi is definitively
expelled from the order with a jfiapticaturtha karrnanlz (Mahi, p.15c2.526). She is expelled for having said that Darva had intercourse with her
(Mahi, pp.15~26-16a3).When the two monks keep on saying that D a n a
had intercourse with Maitreyi, Darva is again questioned, and again he
denies. Thereupon, the Buddha stipulates that a monk who accuses
another monk of an unfounded pdrdjika, commits a samghdvas'e~a.The
commentary following upon the precept adds that a monk who accuses a
nun, a probationer or a (male or female) novice commits a duskrta, that
a nun who accuses a monk commits a pdcittika,l3 and that a nun who
accuses a probationer or a (male or female) novice commits a d u ~ k r t a
(Mahi, p. 16b14-17).
The above account leads to a discussion similar to the one mentioned
in the Sarnantapdsddikd: there is no legal argument to expel only
Maitreyi when she confesses that she has had sexual intercourse with
Darva. If it is true, she and Darva should both be expelled (on account
of the first pdrdjika). As the Buddha does not believe her, he, consequently, does not expel Darva. However, Maitreyi is expelled. This
cannot be on account of her false accusation since, before the precept has
been laid down, she cannot be punished. The first wrong-doer is never
sanctioned. Moreover, once the precept has been laid down, if a nun
falsely accuses a monk, her act constitutes a pdcittika offense, which is
never sanctioned with an expulsion.
The Dharma only mentions that Darva denies having committed a
pdrdjika offense. It does not say what happened to the nun Maitreyi. No
sanction is mentioned. Consequently, it is very doubtful that a discussion
arose on the interpretation of a sanction imposed on her.
Finally, in the Sarva, the Buddha states that Maitreyi has to be
expelled by means of a formal procedure because she herself says that
$$RfTZiiiftE
she has committed a (pdrdjika) offense: B3@@@.kL;ZjZ
(p.22~9).In the Mila, we find a similar statement: EkZ&I
$%gEZEP$&%
(p.696~26).In these two Vinayas, Maitreyi is
thus expelled after having confessed a pdrdjika offense, even if the

&:a%@

12. A jfiapticaturtha k a m a n is a formal act consisting of one motion (jfiapti),three
propositions (karmavdcand) that concern the acceptance of the motion by the
assembly of monks or nuns, and a conclusion.
13. pdcittika, PQi pdciftiya, and variants: an offense that must be expiated.
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believed to be untrue. In this way, there seems to be no legal argument
for the expulsion.
In addition, all the Vinaya traditions equally contain a precept saying
that a nun who accuses another nun of an unfounded pdrdjika offense,
commits a samghisdvas'esa offense.7" The question what happens to a nun
who accuses a monk of an unfounded pdrdjika offense, or to a monk
who accuses a nun remains. In the Samantapdsisddikd, it is said that a nun
who accuses a monk, and a monk who accuses a nun commit a dukkata
(Skt. d u ~ k y t a )(Sp 583,17 and Sp 584,3-5). The Mahi, p.16b14-17,
states that a monk who accuses a nun commits a duskyta, but that a nun
who accuses a monk commits a pdcittika. The Mahd, p.281a2-3, says
that a monk who accuses a nun of a pdrdjika or of a samghdvas'esa
commits a pdcittika. There is no information on a nun who accuses a
monk. The Dharma, p.589a26-28 - i.e, in the commentary following
upon the precept on the false accusation of a monk by another monk says that a monk who accuses a nun of an unfounded pdrdjika (also)
commits a samghdvas'esa.14 It adds that (also) a nun [in a similar situa(p.589b6). In my
tion] commits a samghdvas'e~a:kLhEI@@L!3!$P?$
view, the latter statement is to be interpreted as 'a nun who accuses a
nun [or a monk] of an unfounded pdrdjika, commits a samghdvas'e;a.'l5
This interpretation is confirmed by a precept for nuns: D h a r m a ,
p.718b12-15, samghdvas'esa 2: if a nun accuses someone of an
unfounded pdrrljika offense, she commits a samghdvas'esa. The Sarva
and the MZla do not give any information on a monk who accuses a
nun, or on a nun who accuses a monk.
We thus see that, although there seems to be no legal argument to expel
Maitreyi, most Vinayas state that she is to be expelled. The Dharma does
not impose a punishment upon her.
The above mentioned facts also show that
only two Vinayas indicate which offense a nun commits when she
accuses a monk: according to the Mahi, it is apdcittika; according
to the Dharma, it is a samghrlvas'esa Cjust as when she accuses a

14. Dharma, p. 589a26-28: U f %iBBE%Ih%kt;EiE%li5T31Y
flU@P?$.
15. See also A. HEIRMAN(1998), Disciplinaire voorschriften voor boeddhisrische
nonnen, Bhikqunivibhariga van de dharmaguptaka's (T.Vo1.22, Nr.1428,
pp. 714-778) (Ph.D. Universiteit Gent), Dee1 2, Vol.1, pp. 53-55, note 288.
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monk). The Samantapasddikd supports the opinion that a nun
cormnits a dukkata.
the PSli tradition, the Mahiigsakas and the Mahasamghikas judge a
monk who accuses a monk and a monk who accuses a nun in a
different way. This is not the case for the Dharmaguptakas for
whom gender has no influence: regardless whether a monk accuses
a monk or a nun, he commits a samghcivas'esa.

2. Is a monk who has offended a nun, and is a nun who has offended a
monk judged analogously to the above outlined case throughout the
Vinayas?
In order to answer this question, I will consider the other Vinaya
precepts that ( 1 ) regard misbehavior towards a monk or a nun, with the
exclusion of the precepts that involve a sexual relation between the two
parties,ls and on which (2) relevant information is found concerning the
judgment of a monk for having offended a monk, and of a nun for
having offended a nun versus the judgment of a monk for having
16. A first investigation of the Dharma reveals that the category of precepts that
involve sexual or physical contact is to be considered as a separate category with
a proper logic: a monk sexually or physically involved with a woman is
committing a more serious offense than a monk involved with a man; and a nun
sexually or physically involved with a man is committing a more serious offense
than a nun involved with a woman. There is one exception: a monk who has
sexual intercourse with a man or with a woman commits apdrcijika in both cases
(bhiksuvibhanga, pdr. 1, p. 571a21-24; p. 571~11-12,21-22). See bhiksuvibhariga, sum. 2: a monk commits a sum. if he has physical contact with a
woman (p. 580b28-29); he commits a duskrta if he has physical contact with a
man (p. 581a14); sum. 3: a monk commits a sum. if he talks about indecent items
[the genital zone] to a woman (p. 581cl-2); he commits a duskyta if he talks to a
man (p. 581~25-26);sum. 4: a monk commits a sum. if he incites a woman to
offer her body to him (p. 582b8-11); he commits a duskrta if he incites a man
(p. 582~1-2);sum. 5: a monk commits a sum. if he acts as a go-between between
a man and a woman, or vice versa (p. 583a16-18); if he acts as a go-between
between men, he commits a duskrta (p. 584a1-2); bhiksunivibhariga, pdr. 1: a
nun commits a pdr. if she has sexual intercourse with a man (p. 714a14-15);
there is no penetration possible between women who have a sexual relation, but
the Dharma says that nuns who slap on one another's vagina commit a p8c.
(p. 738~11-12);par. 5: a nun commits apdr. if she has physical contact with a
man (p.715b6-10); she commits a duskyta if she has contact with a woman
(p. 715~23-24);sum. 8: a nun commits a sum. if she accepts things from a man
who is filled with desire (p. 721~22-24);she commits a duskyta if she accepts
things from a woman who is filled with desire (p. 722a6-7).
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offended a nun, and of a nun for having offended a monk. In this way,
we can examine four precepts:

1. a monk commits a sapghcivas'esa if he uses a minor event17 to
accuse a monk of an unfounded pcircijika; a nun commits a
s a m g h d v a i e ~ aif she uses a minor event to accuse a nun of an
unfounded pcircijika
The precept and the commentary following upon this precept are similar '
to the above mentioned case on the accusation of an unfounded pdrcijika:

-P

a tradition:

-MahBs%gghikas:

- Dharmaguptakas:

- SarvBstivPdins:

- a monk who accuses a monk commits a sum. (Vin, Vol.111,
pp.167,38-168,7); the PEli tradition does not give any further
commentary; it is not unlikely, however, that the commentary
on the preceding precept on the accusation of an unfounded
pdr. also applies here.
- bhikkhunpdtimokkha: a nun who accuses a nun commits a
sum. (Moniales, p. 174).
- a monk who accuses a monk commits a sum. (Mahi,
p. 16~10-14);the commentary refers to the commentary following upon the preceding sum. (Mahi, p.16~20)- thus: a monk
who accuses a nun commits a duskyta; a nun who accuses a
nun commits a sum.; a nun who accuses a monk, commits a
pdc..
- bhik;univibhariga: a nun who accuses a nun commits a sum.
(Mahi, p.79a29- b5)
- a monk who accuses a monk commits a sum. (Mahd,
p.281b21-24); the commentary refers to the commentary
following upon the preceding sum. (Mahd, p.281~8-9)- thus:
a monk who accuses a nun commits a pdc..
- bhik~univibhariga:a nun who accuses a nun commits a sum.
(Mahd, p.517~8-12).
- a monk who accuses a monk commits a sum. (Dharma,
p.589~12-16);the commentary adds that a monk who accuses a
nun (also) commits a sum. (Dharma, p.590a27-29); it further
says that (also) a nun [in a similar situation] commits a sum.
(~.590b8).'~
The latter commentary is possibly to be interpreted
as: a nun who accuses a nun [or a monk] commits a sum..
- the bhik;univibhariga, however, only mentions that a nun
who accuses another nun, commits a sum. (Dharma,
p.718b19-24).
- a monk who accuses a monk commits a sum. (Sarva,
p.23~10-14).

17. A minor event that has no relation with a pdrdjika offense is deliberately
misinterpreted in order to falsely accuse an innocent monk.
18. Dharma, p. 590b8: kkfiEiW@flU%P-@.

- bhiksuniprdtirnok~a:a nun who accuses

a nun commits a
sum. (T.1437, p.480b4-8).
-MiilasarvBstivBdins: - a monk who accuses a monk commits a sum. (Mala,
p.699~24-28).
- bhik~univibhariga:a nun who accuses a nun commits a sum.
(Mala, p.934a9-13).

Similar conclusions can be drawn as with the preceding precept on the
accusation of an unfounded pdrdjika offense:
only two Vinayas indicate which offense a nun commits when she
accuses a monk: according to the Mahi, it is a pdc.; according to
the Dharma, it - possibly - is a sam. (just as when she accuses a
monk).
the MahiiHsakas and the MahHsHmghikas (and possibly the Piili
tradition) judge a monk who accuses a monk and a monk who
accuses a nun in a different way. This is not the case for the
Dharmaguptakas for whom gender has no influence: regardless
whether a monk falsely accuses a monk or a nun, he commits a
sum..

2. a monk commits a pdcittika offense if he slanders someonela
monk; a nun commits apdcittika offense if she slanders someonela
nun
The different schools further display the following information:
- Pdi tradition:

- MahigBsakas:

- a monk who slanders someone commits a pdc. (Vin, Vol.N,
p.6,5); the commentary adds that a monk who slanders a nonordained person commits a dukkata (Skt. duskyta) (Vin,
Vol.N, pp.10,29-11,2). Karikhdvitarani,lg (D. Maskell (ed.),
London, PZli Text Society) p. 83, says that here also a nun has
to be seen as a non-ordained person. This implies that a monk
who slanders a nun commits a dukkata.
- pdtimokkha for nuns: a nun who slanders commits a pdc.
(Moniales, p. 185: omasavdde, pdcittiyam).
- a monk who slanders a monk commits a pdc. (Mahi,
p.38a11); the commentary adds that a monk who slanders a
nun commits a duskyta and that a nun who slanders a nun or a
monk commits apdc. (Mahi, p.38a15-17).
- bhik~univibhariga:a nun who slanders a nun commits a pdc.
(Mahi, p.85bll-12).

19. An anonymous commentary on the PQi Pdtimokkha, ascribed to Buddhaghosa
(fourth-fifth century) (see 0. VON HNUBER (1996), op. cit., pp. 109-111).
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monk who slanders someone commits a pdc. (Mahd,
p.325b28-29); the commentary adds that a monk who slanders
a nun commits a sthiiMtyaya20 (Mahd, p.326b4-5).
- bhiksunivibhanga: a nun who slanders commits a pdc.
(Mahd, p.527b18: only the key-word 'to slander').
- Dharmaguptakas: - a monk who slanders someone commits a pdc. (Dharma,
p.635b10 and following); the commentary adds that (also) a
nun [in a similar situation] commits a pdc. (Dharma,
p.636a5).21
- the above corresponds to the bhiksunivibhariga that says that
a nun who slanders (someonel commits a pdc. (Dharma,
p.734~12).22
-,SarvBstivZdins:
- a monk who slanders someone commits a pdc. (Sarva,
p.64b21-22); the commentary adds that a monk who slanders
someone who is not a monk (and thus, theoretically, also a
nun) commits a duskrta (Sarva, p.65~28-29).
- prdtimoksa for nuns: a nun who slanders a nun commits a
pdc. (T.1437, p.482~16).
- MiilasarvBstivBdins: - a monk who slanders someone commits a pdc. (p.765b27
and following); the commentary does not give any further
information.
- bhik~univibhariga:a nun who slanders someone commits a
pdc. (p.970a10 and following); the commentary adds many
details on a nun who slanders a nun, but not on a nun who
slanders a monk.

The above reveals that
three Vinayas indicate which offense a nun commits when she
slanders a monk: according to the Mahi, to the Dharma and to the
Mala, it is apiic.. Yet, the commentary in the bhik;univibhariga of
the MZla only gives details on a nun who slanders a nun.
the P91i tradition, the Mahiiasakas, the MahBsiimghikas and the
SamiistivBdinsjudge a monk who slanders a monk and a monk who
slanders a nun in a different way. This is not the case for the
Dharmaguptakas and for the MiilasamBstivBdins for whom gender
seems to have no influence: regardless whether a monk slanders a
monk or a nun, he commits a pdc..

20. lit. 'a grave offense,' an offense considered to be slightly lighter than apdrdjika
or a samghdvafe~a.
21. Dharma, p. 636x5: kLlfE$E$B%.
22. Dharma, p. 734~12:%kkhE&%%%%E.
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3. a monk coqmits a pdcittika offense if he tells about someone'sla
monk's grave offense [pdrdjikalsamghdva4e~a]to a non-ordained
person; a nun commits a pdcittika offense if she tells about someone'sla nun's grave offense
The different schools further display the following information:

- P% tradition:

- a monk who tells about a monk's grave offense commits a
pdc. (Vin, Vol.IV, p.31,12-14);
- bhikkhun@dtimokkha:a nun who tells about a nun's grave
offense commits a pdc. (Moniales, p. 186).
- MahSBsakas:
- a monk who tells about a monk's grave offense commits a
pdc. (Mahi, p.41a17-18); the commentary adds that a ,monk
who tells about a nun's grave offense commits a du;kyta and
that a nun who tells about a nun's or a monk's grave offense
commits apdc. (Mahi, p.41a21-22).
- bhik;univibhariga: a nun who tells about a nun's grave
offense commits apdc. (Mahl; p.85b19-21).
- MahBsQghikas:
- a monk who tells about a monk's grave offense commits a
pdc. (Mahd, p.338a8-10); the commentary adds that a monk
who tells about a nun's grave offense commits a sthzZldtyaya
(Mahd, p.338a25-26).
- bhik;univibhanga: a nun who tells about a grave offense
commits a pdc. (Mahd, p.527b20: only the key-words 'to tell
about a grave offense').
- Dharmaguptakas:
- a monk who tells about someone's grave offense commits a
pbc. (Dharma, p.639b26-28); since the commentary that
follows upon the precept states that in case a monk tells about a
grave offense of a person who is not a monk or a nun, he does
not commit apdc., but a duskyta (Dhanna, p.639~6-7),we can
deduce that the term 'someone' mentioned in the precept has to
be interpreted as 'a monk or a nun.' The commentary further
adds that (also) a nun [in a similar situation] commits a pdc.
(Dharma, p.639~9-10).23
- the above corresponds to the bhik;univibhariga that says that
a nun who tells about someone's grave offense, commits a
pdc. (Dhanna, p.734~19-20).
- SarvBstivBdins:
- a monk who tells about someone's grave offense commits a
pdc. (Sarva, p.72~10-11);the commentary only gives details on
a monk who tells about a monk's grave offense.
- bhik;uniprdtimoksa: a nun who tells about a nun's grave
offense commits apdc. (T.1437, p.482~22-23).
- MfilasarvBstivIdins: - a monk who tells about a monk's grave offense commits a
pdc. (Milla, p.773b28-29);

23. Dharma, p. 639~9-10:.kkhEjE%%.
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- bhik;univibhariga: a nun who tells about a nun's grave

offense commits a pdc. (Mala, p.972b20-21).

The above reveals that
0
only two Vinayas indicate which offense a nun commits when she
tells about a monk's grave offense: according to the Mahi and to
the Dharma, it is a pdc.. Consequently, there is no difference between a nun who tells about a monk's grave offense and a nun who
tells about a nun's grave offense.
the MahiSBsakas and the MahHsWghikas judge a monk who tells
about a monk's grave offense and a monk who tells about a nun's
grave offense in a different way. This is not the case for the
Dharmaguptakas for whom gender has no influence: regardless
whether a monk tells about the grave offense of a monk or of a
nun, he commits a pdc..

4. a monk commits apdcittika offense if he accuses someonela monk
of an unfounded samghdvas'esa offense; a nun commits a pdcittika
offense if she accuses someonela nun of an unfounded samghdvas'esa
offense
This precept is very similar to the one on the accusation of an unfounded
pdrajika offense. The different schools further display the following
information:

- P5li tradition:

- MahiSBsakas:

- MahBsQ-ighikas:

- a monk who accuses a monk commits a pdc. (Vin, Vol.lV,
p.148,5-6); the PBli tradition does not give any further commentary; it is not unlikely, however, that the commentary on the
precept on the accusation of an unfounded par. offense also
applies here.
- bhikkhunipdtirnokkha: a nun who accuses a nun commits a
pdc. (Moniales, p. 190)
- a monk who accuses a monk commits a pdc. ( M a h i ,
p.67b12-13); the commentary adds that a monk who accuses a
nun commits a du;k.aa and that a nun who accuses a monk or a
nun commits apdc. (Mahc p.67b13-15).
- bhik;univibhariga: a nun who accuses a nun commits a pdc.
(Mahi, p.86b14-15).
- a monk who accuses a monk commits a pdc. ( M a h d ,
p.395a8-9); the commentary adds that a monk who accuses a
nun commits a sthaldtyaya (Mahd, p.395a25-26).
- bhiksunivibhariga: a nun who accuses commits a pdc.
(Mahd, p.527~12:only the key-words 'to falsely accuse of a
sum. ').
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- a monk who accuses (someone) commits a pdc. (Dharma,

~ . 6 8 9 a 2 1 - 2 2 ) ~ 4the
; commentary does not say whether
'someone' is a monk or a nun; given the above mentioned
commentary on the precept on the accusation of'an unfounded
pdr., however, it is likely that we have to interpret 'someone'
as 'a monk or a nun'. The commentary further says that (also) a
nun [in a similar situation] commits a pdc. (Dharma,
p.689b12-13).25
- the above corresponds to the bhik~univibharigathat says that
a nun who accuses (someone) commits a pdc. (Dharma,
p.736b19-20).
- SarvPstivZdins:
- a monk who accuses a monk commits a pdc. (Sprva,
p.115b7-8).
- bhik;uniprdtimok;a: a nun who accuses a nun commits a
pdc. (T.1437, p.484all-12).
- MtilasarvPstivZdins: - a monk who accuses a monk commits a pdc. (Mila, p.852a910).
- bhikpqzivibhanga: a nun who accuses a nun commits a pdc.
(Mzila, p.991b13-14).

The above reveals that
only two Vinayas indicate which offense a nun commits when she
accuses a monk: according to the Mahi and to the Dharma, it is a
pdc.. Thus, in these two traditions, a nun commits apdc. regardless
whether she accuses a nun or a monk.
the MahiSBsakas and the MahBsBmghikas (and possibly the PBli
tradition) judge a monk who accuses a monk and a monk who
accuses a nun in a different way. This is not the case for the
Dharmaguptakas for whom gender has no influence: regardless
whether a monk falsely accuses a monk or a nun, he commits a
pdc..
We can conclude that
only two Vinayas indicate which offense a nun commits when she
offends a monk. The Mahi says that a nun commits a pdcittika if
she uses a minor event to accuse a monk of an unfounded pdrdjika
(whereas she commits a samghdvas'e~aif she accuses a nun). This is
analogous to the first precept on a false accusation. Also with
regard to the other precepts, a nun commits a pdcittika if she
offends a monk. In these cases, however, there is no difference with
24. Dharma, p. 689a21-22: S k t h @ % ~ ~ ~ % a ~ ~ P f l ~ % P ? $ % % % % % .
25. Dharma, p. 689b12-13: kkh/E$$%%.
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a nun who offends a nun. The D h a r m a makes no difference
between a nun who offends a monk and a nun who offends a nun.
a the MahTSgsakas and the MahgsZmghikas (and possibly the Pgli
tradition) judge a monk who offends a monk and a monk who
offends a nun in a different way. This is not the case for the
Dharmaguptakas for whom gender has no influence: regardless
whether a monk offends a monk or a nun, he commits the same
offense.
Consequently, throughout the Vinayas, a monk who has offended a nun,
and a nun who has offended a monk are judged analogously to the above
outlined case on the accusation of an unfounded p8rEjika offense.
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